In Defense of
the Blameless
Third Circuit Denies Creditor’s Right to
Setoff After Finding Involuntary Bankruptcy
Was Commenced in Bad Faith
by Warren A. Usatine and Rebecca W. Hollander

I

t is axiomatic that bankruptcy courts are designed to provide equitable
relief to those appearing before them in good faith. For example, it is
well-established that bankruptcy courts afford “honest but unfortunate
debtor[s]” petitioning for relief the opportunity “to start afresh[,] free
from the obligations and responsibilities consequent upon business
misfortunes.”1 Similarly, creditors seeking to place debtors into involuntary proceedings must act in good faith in availing themselves of the
bankruptcy system.2
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I

n U.S. Bank, N.A. v. Rosenberg,

berg into an involuntary bankruptcy in

the jury verdict was reinstated.21 A copy

the United States Court of

the United States Bankruptcy Court for

of the court’s decision was docketed with

Appeals for the Third Circuit

the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.

11

the Florida district court on Dec. 27,

considered the intersection of

The case was then transferred to the

2016.22 A $6,120,000 final judgment (the

the canonical bankruptcy prin-

United States Bankruptcy Court for the

303(i) award) was entered in Rosenberg’s

ciple of good faith and a credi-

Southern District of Florida, the district

favor and against U.S. Bank and the DVI

in which Rosenberg lived.12

entities.23

tor’s equitable right, under Pennsylvania
law, to offset a judgment in its favor

On Aug. 21, 2009, the Florida bank-

against an adverse award. Specifically,

ruptcy court dismissed the involuntary

the court considered a petitioning credi-

case as a bad faith filing.

The court

In the meantime, on Feb. 10, 2012,

tor’s right to offset an award in its favor

retained jurisdiction, however, to award

U.S. Bank sued Rosenberg for breach of

13

The Pennsylvania Litigation

against a jury award imposed against it

Rosenberg “costs, reasonable attorneys’

contract in the Pennsylvania district

based on a finding that the creditor

fees, compensatory damages, and puni-

court.24 U.S. Bank alleged that “because

acted in bad faith in filing an involun-

tive damages (if appropriate)”14 pur-

NMI had defaulted under the modified

tary petition. In an opinion citing the

suant to 11 U.S.C. § 303(i), which pro-

leases, Rosenberg was personally liable”

bankruptcy system’s “strong roots in

vides bankruptcy courts with the ability

to NMI.25 After a bench trial, on Sept. 3,

equity” and alluding to the broader

to “grant judgment” 1) ”against the

2015, the Pennsylvania district court

goals of the bankruptcy process, the

petitioners and in favor of the debtor

awarded

Third Circuit affirmed an opinion of the

for—(A) costs; or (B) a reasonable attor-

$6,500,000 in damages, fees, and costs

United States District Court for the East-

ney’s fee,” or 2) “against any petitioner

(the Pennsylvania award).26

ern District of Pennsylvania that prohib-

that filed the petition in bad faith, for—

U.S. Bank then moved before the

ited a creditor from offsetting a district

(A) any damages proximately caused by

Pennsylvania district court for a mutual

court judgment against a bankruptcy

such filing; or (B) punitive damages.”15

judgment satisfaction pursuant to Penn-

court award for sanctions.

Although Rosenberg initially filed a

sylvania state law,27 seeking to offset the

Motion to Award Attorneys’ Fees and Costs

303(i) award against the Pennsylvania

and for Compensatory, Consequential, Spe-

award.28 Had U.S. Bank succeeded, it

cial and Punitive Damages for the Bad

would have reset the balance of the

3

4

The Involuntary Bankruptcy
Proceeding

U.S.

Bank

approximately

The facts of the case, though volumi-

Faith Filing of the Involuntary Petition

judgments in its favor (Rosenberg would

nous and spanning two bankruptcy

Against Maury Rosenberg (the 303(i)

have owed U.S. Bank approximately

courts, two district courts, and two cir-

motion), the Florida bankruptcy court

$380,000 and U.S. Bank would have

cuit courts of appeal, are relatively

entered an order directing Rosenberg to

owed Rosenberg nothing), but the Penn-

straightforward. Appellee Maury Rosen-

amend the 303(i) motion and file it as

sylvania district court denied the setoff

berg established and operated a series of

an adversary proceeding.17

motion, finding: 1) there was a lack of

16

entities under the name National Med-

Accordingly, on Dec. 27, 2010, Rosen-

mutuality in the judgments,29 and 2)

5

ical Imaging (NMI). NMI was a party to

berg commenced an adversary proceed-

“the equitable principles embodied in §

equipment leases with predecessors-in-

ing against U.S. Bank and the DVI enti-

303 of the United States Bankruptcy

interest to appellant U.S. Bank.6 In 2003,

ties under 11 U.S.C. § 303(i).18 After the

Code preclude setoff.”30

NMI defaulted on its obligations, caus-

reference was withdrawn and the adver-

ing U.S. Bank to sue NMI and Rosen-

sary proceeding was litigated in the Unit-

berg.7 The parties settled and, among

ed States District Court for the Southern

other things, agreed that Rosenberg

District of Florida, a jury awarded Rosen-

would be personally responsible for

berg approximately $1.1 million in com-

NMI’s debt.8 Twenty-one months later,

pensatory damages and $5 million in

The Third Circuit did not address the

U.S. Bank appealed to the Third Circuit.31

At Cross Purposes: The Third Circuit
Weighs In

NMI defaulted again. At the time of the

punitive damages.

The Florida district

merits of the Pennsylvania district

second default, Rosenberg was liable to

court vacated the punitive damages

court’s mutuality argument, instead opt-

U.S.

award and reduced the remaining award

ing to affirm based on the lower court’s

to “$360,000 in compensatory damages

analysis of the equitable principles

In response to the second default, on

for emotional distress.”20 Rosenberg

underlying the U.S. Bankruptcy Code

Nov. 7, 2008, certain entities related to

appealed to the United States Court of

and Section 303(i) thereof. The Third

U.S. Bank (DVI entities) placed Rosen-

Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit, where

Circuit noted that setoff is “an equitable

9

Bank

for

approximately

$5,000,000.10
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right to be permitted solely within the

years of litigation in six courts, U.S.

re Forever Green Athletic Fields, Inc.,

sound discretion of the court” and

Bank and the DVI entities, having failed

804 F.3d 328, 330 (3d Cir. 2015)

weighed a creditor’s right to setoff

to demonstrate the good faith required

(finding that although the petition-

against the “devastating consequences”

of petitioning creditors, were burned

ing creditors had satisfied the crite-

an involuntary filing has on a putative

thrice: They were ordered to pay the

ria of 11 U.S.C. § 303, “bad faith

debtor. The court noted that the “good

303(i) award; barred from offsetting the

provides an independent basis for

faith filing requirement...ensures that

Pennsylvania award against the 303(i)

dismissing an involuntary peti-

32

the Bankruptcy Code’s careful balancing

award; and left holding a judgment

of interests is not undermined by peti-

against a debtor who is, in all likelihood,

tioners whose aims are antithetical to

judgment proof.

tion”).
3.

the basic purposes of bankruptcy.”33 The

In the wake of U.S. Bank, N.A. v.

court also noted the deterrent and

Rosenberg, creditors within the Third

restorative effects of Section 303(i),34 and

Circuit would do well to keep the bank-

__ Fed. Appx. __, Case No. 18-1249,
2018 WL 3640987 (3d Cir. July 31,

38

2018).
4.

Id. at *2 (citing Forever Green, 804
F.3d at 334).

that courts across the country have

ruptcy system’s equitable mandates top-

5.

Id. at *1.

opined that Section 303(i)’s “equitable

of-mind and take care that their zealous

6.

Id.

purpose would be frustrated if bad faith

collection efforts do not run afoul of

7.

Id.

filers were allowed to offset a §

their obligations to act in good faith

8.

Id.

303(i) judgment.”35

when initiating involuntary bankruptcy

9.

Id.

proceedings.

10. Id.

Finally, the Third Circuit looked at
the merits of the case before it, noting

11. Id.; In re Rosenberg, United States

that “a jury determined that U.S. Bank

Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern

acted in bad faith when it filed the
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